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organizations that write model legislation

Western States Petroleum

Association (WSPA)

WSPA represents companies in

petroleum exploration, production,

refining, transportation and marketing

in AZ, CA, NV, OR, and WA.

Our value drivers are:

WSPA is dedicated to ensuring

that Americans have reliable

access to petroleum and

petroleum products through

policies that are socially,

economically and

environmentally responsible

They work to disseminate

accurate information on industry

issues while providing a forum

for the exchange of ideas.

American Fuel and

Petrochemical Manufacturers

(AFPM)

AFPM represents high-tech American

manufacturers and midstream

companies that enable the production

and delivery of nearly all U.S. gasoline,

diesel, jet fuel, home heating oil,

critical petrochemicals and other

refined products.

Our value drivers are:

AFPM advocate for policies that

enable an affordable and reliable

supply of fuels to meet global

demand

They lead policy efforts to

support and expand the

adoption of and provide forums

for industry-wide sharing on

sustainability initiatives

They are a voice for industry

safety programs and facilitate

industry-wide collaboration to

advance safety and efficiency at

manufacturing facilities
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Chevron holds memberships in organizations made up of state legislators and

stakeholders advancing model policies and legislation. Over the last decade,

Chevron has contributed to the American Legislative Exchange Council and

the National Conference of State Legislatures. Both organizations conduct

policy research and hold information-sharing forums among stakeholders.

Membership in these organizations provides Chevron with the opportunity to

share our perspectives with members and obtain valuable information on

issues that are important to Chevron with a variety of stakeholders.

political contributions

Chevron makes corporate political contributions in the U.S. and Australia

when permitted by law. We contribute to various organizations organized

under sections 527, 501(c)4 and 501(c)6 of the U.S. Internal Revenue Code.

Our objective is to support state and local candidates, political parties,

political committees and measures that are aligned with Chevron’s business

interests. This includes candidates and organizations that support:

Responsible development of oil and natural gas resources

Reasonable regulatory regimes

Economic development

Free enterprise

Market-based solutions

Good governance

The Chevron Employees Political Action Committee (CEPAC) is also a forum

for eligible employees shareholders and retirees to voluntarily contribute

funds that support the election of pro-energy candidates to Congress and to

candidates in states where corporate contributions are prohibited (e.g.

Texas). The above mentioned factors are also considered before CEPAC

makes any political contributions.


